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Most discussions of U.S. policy in Central America have 
focused on operational questions: Should the United States 
support the Contrus seeking to overthrow the Sandinista 
government of Nicaragua? Should we condition military 
aid to El Salvador on curbing the death squads? These are 
the issues debated too by the Kissinger Commission on 
Central America, whose report was presented to President 
Reagan earlier this year. They are important, vexing, and 
decisive. But they are also essentially unanswerable on 
their own terms. They can only be meaningfully addressed 
in the light of a strategic vision, some sense of attainable 
American purposes, and a clear assessment of Central 
American realities. 

T H E  AIR OF UNREALITY 
The Commission’s Report, like other discussions about the 
region, considers three kinds of threat, though they are 
seldom clearly distinguished. First is the threat posed to 
the United States. and other nations of the hemisphere by 
the expansion of Soviet and Cuban military forces in Cen- 
tral America. Second is the threat posed by a Marxist- 
Leninist, Communist, or radical leftist regime, whose very 
presence might immediately lead, so it is argued, to the 
destabilization of neighboring states and eventually to a 
Soviet or Cuban military presence. Third is the threat to 
U.S. credibility, especially in its global competition with 
the Soviet Union. Even if the first two threats were remote, 
developments in Central America might still lead, in the 
words of the Kissinger Commission, to “the erosion of our 
power to influence events worldwide that would flow from 
the perception that we were unable to influence vital events 
close to home.” 

Yet neither the Report nor current U.S. policy toward 
the region has offered a strategic vision that distinguishes 
among threats. Take just one central question: Can the 
United States live with revolutionary, even Marxist-Len- 
inist, regimes in Central America that neither ally them- 
selves with the Soviet Union nor accept Soviet military 
forces on their soil? The Commission’s answers cover the 
map. At one point it says that “indigenous reform, even 
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indigenous revolution, is not a security threat to the United 
States.” At other points, however, it suggests that revo- 
lution cannot be purely indigenous: “outside forces.. . will 
turn any revolution they capture into a totalitarian state, 
threatening the region.” At some points it hints that Soviet 
military forces and bases are not the primary threat. though 
it leaves unclear just what threat it does see. Finally, the 
emphasis on credibility is so strong as to suggest that the 
U.S. cannot tolerate radical regimes even if they do not 
pose threats to the United States in other ways. 

It is hardly surprising, then, that the Report’s signers 
found it impossible to agree on the specific operational 
issues that were their focus. In the Commission’s most 
noteworthy conclusion, it favors conditioning aid to El 
Salvador on progress toward democratic practices and di- 
minished abuses of human rights. Yet that position is un- 
dercut by a footnote by Mr. Kissinger and two colleagues 
that, in essence, supports conditionality unless El Salvador 
needs the money to prevent a victory by the guerrillas. 
With regard to aid for the Contrus, the Report says the 
Commission decided not to make a collective judgment; 
but it then makes clear that most of the commissioners 
favored such support, while some passionately opposed it. 

I f  there is a strategy underlying the hedges and fudges 
of the Kissinger Commission Report, it probably comes 
close to the ohe reflected in existing U.S. policy toward 
the region: that Communist or radical leftist regimes in 
Central America do pose a threat ’to U.S. interests and 
should be suppressed, by force of arms if need be. In the 
day I spent with the Commission as a consultant on security 
issues, the commissioners repeatedly asked the question: 
Why should we tolerate the Sandinista regime in Nicara- 
gua? The question, to be sure, has a certain force. Taken 
at their word, the Sandinista leaders are Marxist revolu- 
tionaries. Whatever tactical concessions they feel com- 
pelled to make in the short run, i t  is hard to believe that 
in the long run they will not feel impelled to make common 
front with other revolutionaries throughout the region. That 
will continue to cause the United States trouble. So why 
not eliminate the problem now? 

It is tempting to pose the issue so simply. Yet to do so 
raises both moral and practical questions. What of our 
commitment to the democratic process? Not even the Rea- 
gan administration doubts that the Sandinistas would win 
a fair election in Nicaragua. 

In practical terms, replacing the Sandinistas means over- 
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throwing them. And that, every analyst inside and outside 
the U.S. government agrees, would require a massive op- 
eration. (The Kissinger Commission Report does not spe- 
cifically address this question, but it was discussed during 
my time with them. And, by characterizing the Conrrus 
and other armed opposition groups as “one of the incentives 
working in favor of a negotiated settlement,” the Report 
clearly implies that armed opposition is not about to topple 
the Sandinista regime.) Overthrowing the Sandinistas would 
mean committing as many as several hundred thousand 
U.S. soldiers to what would probably be prolonged fight- 
ing. Once the Sandinistas were overthrown, then what? 
Resistance might continue, perhaps on a relatively large 
scale. The United States would itself be in the position of 
having to build a new government-a tall order when 
fighting continues; the country is polarized, and the new 
government is tainted by its association with U.S. Armed 
Forces. 

Nicaragua would be nothing like Grenada. Nor would 
it bear any resemblance to the 1965 U.S. intervention in 
the Dominican Republic, another analogy that runs through 
discussions of Central America. In 1965, Pentagon anal- 
yses clearly indicated that armed rebels in the Dominican 
Republic numbered in the tens, not in the thousands; the 
23,000 U.S. troops eventually dispatched to the island had 
little more to do than patrol the streets of Santo Domingo. 
Moreover, there were two obvious candidates for the pres- 
idency of the Dominican Republic, and both were prepared 
to run. Consequently, when elections were held between 
them after the intervention, no major group felt unrepre- 
sented. That is a far cry from the current state of affairs 
in El Salvador, and still further from what would obtain 
in Nicaragua after a U.S. invasion. 

A similar air of unreality pervades the economic side 
of discussions. Gloomy prognoses alternate with airy op- 
timism. For example, the goals the Kissinger Commission 
sets for U.S. policy in Central America are the development 
of “strong and free economies.” It recommends a five-year 
program of economic assistance to the repion totalling $8 
billion. That is a large, but not enormous program; it would 
roughly double U.S. assistance to Central America and is 
in line with recommendations made in other recent studies 

with quite different orientations. Yet a study prepared for 
the Commission by the U.S. Agency for International De- 
velopment indicated that four Central American countries 
(excluding Nicaragua) would have to reach growth levels 
above 6 per cent per year to enable per capita income to 
return to 1979 levels by 1990. That in turn would require 
$1 1 billion of external financing over the next five years, 
even on relatively optimistic assumptions. Thus, in purely 
economic terms, the most we can expect to do is try to 
keep things from getting worse. To think our aid can pro- 
duce a wave of prosperity or benevolent social change is 
to delude ourselves. (The limits of what the U.S. i s  likely 
to do are brought home in a footnote of the Kissinger 
Report, to which, for reasons of domestic politics, the 
Report relegates the opinion of the Commission’s sole 
economist: that the best way to improve Central America’s 
prospects is to open the U.S. domestic market to the re- 
gion’s exports to a much greater degree than will be the 
case under the administration’s Caribbean Basin Initiative.) 

At the heart of many proposals for Central America is 
an analogy, usually implicit, with the Marshall Plan. That 
analogy could hardly be more inappropriate. In 1948, Eu- 
rope’s war was over; in 1984, Central America’s is not. 
More important, while the Marshall Plan looked compli- 
cated, in fact it was quite simple. What the Europeans 
needed was our money. They knew what they wanted to 
do and had experts to talk to our experts. When necessary, 
the views of their experts were permitted to prevail over 
the views of our experts. In the case of Central America, 
by contrast, expertise is hard to come by. There are all 
too few U.S. experts on the region, and, as the saying 
goes, North Americans will do anything about Central 
America but read about it. 

The lesson we have failed to apply in El Salvador is not 
the lesson of postwar Europe but the lesson of Viemam. 
though that lesson applies in its political and economic 
dimensions more than in its military dimension. Once again 
we are trying to pursue relatively complicated purposes 
through a political system we little understand, and to do 
so in the middle of a war. 

The unhappy fact is that Central America (Costa Rica 
excepted) has long been poor, chaotic, and vicious, and 
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will continue to be that way for a long time to come, no 
matter what the U.S. does. Stable, just, and democratic 
governments are not going to spring up. This is not an 
argument against U.S. assistance, even on a large scale. 
Quite the contrary. But it is a caution against expecting 
too much from that aid. Certainly there is some connection 
between economic well-being and governments that are 
decent and democratic. Costa Rica and, to a lesser extent, 
Panama are cases in point: Both have so far escaped vi- 
olence, and both rank above their neighbors in equity and 
standard of living. But the connection is far from direct. 
If we have leamed anything in the last three decades it 
ought to have been that social and economic changes do 
not guarantee stability-certainly not in the short run. 

FRAGILE PROCESSES 
An expansion of the Soviet ahd Cuban military presence 
io the region would indeed pose serious threats to U.S. 
interests and those of other nations in the hemisphere. In 
addressing that threat, the understandings on Cuba reached 
by the U.S. and USSR in 1962,1969, and 1979 offer some 
guidance. The essence of those agreements was a pledge 
by the U.S. not to overthrow the Castro regime in exchange 
for one by the Soviet Union to refrain, first, from intro- 
ducing nuclear weapons into Cuba and, later, certain forms 
of “offensive” conventional forces. Those understandings 
might be extended to the entire region, to include Cuban 
military activities as well as those of the Soviets. 

The Sandinistas have at least hinted that they are pre- 
pared to reduce permanently the Cuban presence in Nic- 
aragua and to cut back their support for revolutionary 
movements in the region. It is difficult to understand why 
those hints should not be pursued much more aggressively 
than this administration has been inclined to do-in dis- 
cussions with Nicaragua, with Cuba, and with the Soviet 
Union. To be sure, agreement on specific matters may be 
difficult to achieve even if an understanding is reached on 
principle: What the former govemment of Grenada called 
a tourist airport looked to the United States like a facility 
with potential military purposes. And verifying agreements 
limiting arms flows across borders would not be easy. 

The efforts of the so-called Contadora Group offer a 
way to press Nicaragua and test its seriousness. That group, 
made up of Mexico, Panama, Venezuela, and Colombia, 
drafted last September a twenty-one-point program for 
Central America, including a call for the removal of all 
outside military advisors. At least until recently, the U.S. 
administration has paid only lip service to the Contadora 
approach, applauding proposals that would constrain Cu- 
ban or Nicaraguan activities and generally ignoring those 
that would affect the United States. The Kissinger Report 
is more supportive of the Contadora process, but it also 
insists that the “United States cannot use the Contadora 
process as a substitute for its own policies”-an opinion 
reinforced by the strongly unilateral emphasis of the entire 
report. To be sure., the Contadora process is yet fragile; 
the countries involved do not always agree, they lack ex- 
perience, and they still have to prove their staying power 
in the grubby-and risky-tasks of mediation in Central 
America. 

Under Contadora auspices, however, the five countries 
of Central America did agree in January to a specific pro- 
gram for toting up the military capabilities of each country, 

looking toward ceilings that would sustain regional bal- 
ance. They also agreed to try to “identify and eradicate 
irregular p u p s  of forces that.. .participate in destabilizing 
actions against another government in the region.” Only 
time will tell whether this agreement produces results. But 
the fact of agreement is significant, not only because Nic- 
aragua is partner to it, but also because of the participation 
of El Salvador and Honduras, which continue to distrust 
each other as much as they worry about Nicaragua. 

There are grounds for doubting the intentions of the 
Sandinista leadership in these and other discussions of 
parallel restraints on military activities. By recent reports, 
even Fidel Castro is worried that the Sandinistas are hot- 
heads who will plunge their country, and the region, into 
war with the United States. Thus, some pressure on Nic- 
aragua can serve to push it toward reasoned discussion. 
Most of thav-pressure should be economic and political. 
For examp@, the Socialist International, erstwhile sup- 
porter of the Sandinistas, has now clearly broken with the 
regime in Managua. But there is also a role for military 
measures. The large-scale U.S. maneuvers in the region 
in the summer and fall of 1983 seemed to frighten the 
Nicaraguans into conciliatory gestures. (In fact, displays 
of force may be more threatening than we would anticipate. 
Given our past interventions in the region, some paranoia 
on the part of Nicaragua is understandable.) 

This argument, however, does not extend to aiding the 
Conrrus. Here, U.S. policy simply aggravates a bad sit- 
uation. So far the Confras have been scant threat to the 
government of Managua; in fact, their occasional acts of 
terror probably have increased national support for the 
Sandinistas. Internationally, our support for the Confrus 
tarnishes the U.S. reputation and justifies-in the eyes of 
most Latin Americans and much of the rest of the world- 
almost any set of relations with Cuba and the Soviet Union 
that the Saidinistas choose to make. 

To sum up in terms of the three basic threats: The United 
States needs to be tolerably sure that there will be no 
Russian or Cuban military expansion into the area. If it 
were sure of this, it could afford to be less immediately 
concerned over the contagion of radical regimes spreading 
to their neighbors. That threat is not often defined with 
any precision, nor is the mechanism clear by which events 
in one country might affect another. To be plain, many 
countries of the region are more worried about the military 
emphasis of current U.S. policy than they are about the 
Sandinistas. If they are the dominoes we seek to protect, 
they do not feel protected. 

There is, finally, the vexing question of U.S. credibility. 
There is a realistic basis for this concern, and it is reinforced 
by what the American people have regarded as the hu- 
miliations of recent years, as well as by our historic ten- 
dency to view Central America as our own “backyard”- 
though one more often ignored than cultivated. Yet cred- 
ibility is partly self-defined; issues become tests of U.S. 
credibility if the United States says they are. A realistic 
approach to Central America would make clear the U.S. 
determination to protect truly vital interests-with force, 
if necessary. But there are other threats to the credibility 
of the U.S. that should concern us- the  credibility, for 
instance, of our commitment to negotiate before using force 
and of our commitment to mutually respectful relations 
among nations. FVTJ 
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